Sweep perturbation testing as used in Modal Analysis when applied to a rotating machine has to take into consideration the machine dynamic state of equilibrium at its operational rotative speed. This stands in contrast to a static equilibrium of nonrotating structures (Fig. 1). The rotational energy has a significant influence on rotor dynamic characteristics. The best perturbing input for rotating machines is a forward or reverse rotating, circular force applied directly to the shaft (Fig. 2).

**ADVANTAGES OF PERTURBATION BY USING A ROTATIONAL HARMONIC FORCE**

- Perturbation by controlled unbalance is easy to generate, control and measure.
- Circular perturbation in the plane perpendicular to shaft axis provides the best rotor behavior insight.
- Circular perturbation can be applied to the rotor in forward or reverse direction (relative to shaft rotation).

![Diagram](https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19860020729)

Figure 1. - Perturbation technique for rotating machines.

![Diagram](https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19860020729)

Figure 2. - Nonsynchronous perturbation of rotating machine through auxiliary perturbing shaft with controlled unbalance.
OBJECTIVE

Determination of Dynamic Stiffness Characteristics of the rotor bearing system by nonsynchronous perturbation of a symmetric rotating shaft supported in one relatively rigid and one oil lubricated bearing.

EXPERIMENTAL ROTOR RIG

The experimental rotor system consists of the main shaft rotating at constant angular speed \( (w_p) \) and the auxiliary shaft generating a rotating perturbing force with sine-sweep variable frequency \( (w_p) \). This force is applied to the main journal (Figs. 3 and 4).

**Figure 3.** - Rotor rig for perturbation testing.

**Figure 4.** - Oil bearing used for perturbation testing.
INSTRUMENTATION

Primary instruments:
- Four eddy current proximity probes for measuring the journal and disk horizontal and vertical displacements
- Keyphasor narrow beam optical probe for phase measurements
- Digital Vector Filter for filtering $l\times$ response during perturbation testing
- Spectrum analyzer for yielding amplitude/frequency spectra of nonperturbed rotor runs
- Oscilloscope for continuous observation of the rotor motion
- Hewlett Packard 9836 computer with Bently Nevada software for data acquisition, storage, reduction, analytical computation and displays.

Peripheral instruments:
- Speed controllers for rotation and perturbation frequency
- Oil supply system including filter and pressure control
- Oil heating/cooling device
- Three thermometers (at oil inlet, outlet and in bearing housing).

Figure 5. - Dynamic stiffness measurement technique by perturbation testing.

HINTS TO MAINTAIN DATA ACCURACY

- Rigid rotor support, concrete foundations, rigid auxiliary fixtures (elimination of additional degrees of freedom).
- Balanced rotor system.
- Balanced perturbation system, with precisely known perturbation imbalance introduced later.
- Rotor centered in the test bearing by adjustment of the external supporting springs for all deliberately centered tests.
• Control of oil temperature at the bearing to ±1°C.
• Accurate control of constant rotative speed \( \omega_R \).
• Slow ramp of the perturbation speed.

**EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS**

- Main rotor rotational speed: 0 (squeeze film test) 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000 rpm.
- Perturbation speed range: -6000 to 6000 rpm (minus indicates reverse direction).
- Perturbation imbalance masses: \( m_p = 0.75, 2.35, \) and 7 grams. (Low mass was used for better evaluation of resonant amplitudes; high mass was used to increase the sensitivity in the out-of-resonance regions.)
- Perturbation radius: \( r_p = 1.2" \) (0.03 m)
- T-10 oil density = 794 kg/m³
- Oil temperature: 80°F (26.7°C)
- Corresponding oil dynamic viscosity: 7.25 x 10⁻⁶ lbs s/in² (50 c poise).
- Oil pressure: 3 psi (20684 Pa). The bearing is center fed and has two-directional axial flow. A circumferential oil feed groove and relatively low, well controlled pressure enable a uniform axial pressure to be maintained in the bearing.
- Main steel shaft weight (including aluminum journal): 0.614 lbs.
- Perturbation aluminum shaft weight: 0.181 lbs.
- Disk weight: 1.79 lbs (disk mass 4.64 x 10⁻³ lbs s²/in = 0.81 kg).
- Aluminum bearing radial clearance: 0.0075" (190 μm).
- Bearing length: 0.5" (0.013 m)
- Bearing diameter: 1.0" (0.0254 m)
- Bearing radial clearance to radius ratio: 0.015.

**RESULTS (Example)**

The perturbation testing yields response data in form of vibration amplitude and phase, which are eventually used to obtain Direct and Quadrature Dynamic Stiffness characteristics of the rotor/bearing system. The latter permits the identification of the system modal stiffness, mass and damping.

The results of the perturbation tests are presented in Figures 6 through 10 in the form of Bodé plots, polar plots, and Dynamic Stiffness versus perturbation speed plots.
Figure 6. - Journal phase and amplitude of vertical response. Rotative speed, 1500 rpm; \( m_p \), 1.6 g; \( T \), 80 °F; forward perturbation.
Figure 7. - Disk phase and amplitude of vertical response (parameters same as in fig. 6).
Figure 8. - Journal and disk response in form of polar plots (parameters same as in fig. 6).
Figure 9. - Rotor/bearing dynamic stiffnesses (journal) (parameters same as in fig. 6).
Figure 10. - Rotor/bearing dynamic stiffness (disk) (parameters same as in fig. 6).
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